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THE Chilean protests that started as a claim about 

the cost of living evolved to reflect the problems of 

our politics, and the risk democracy faces. The anger 

at the president Piñera unleashed a wave of violence 

with allegations of brutal retaliation by the military and  

police against civilians. Armed men in masks lurk 

around the streets of Santiago firing at protestors who 

defy the martial law of curfew night. This is reported 

to be the bloodiest moment in Chilean politics since 

Pinochet`s regime. 


Pinochet´s rule began with terror, military 

attempting to eradicate opposition, ultimately killing 

more the 3.000 opponents. Some die publicly, and 

became symbols, as the singer Victor Jara, many simply 

despaired. Other opponents tried to help each other to 

survive.  

Back then, powerful yet hidden networks of 

mutual support, most using the Catholic 

Church´s  Vicaria de Solidaridad as cover, but 

with their own structures and coordinations 

appeared,  Sewing circles began as early as 

1974 , bringing together women who had loved 

ones detained or disappeared. They began 

transforming recycle rags into - arpilleras - 

(tapestries), expressing their experience under 

the dictatorship. This parallel structures, of civil 

gathering, gave space for opposition to grow, 

and with time, from there were organised the 

first public demonstrations against the regime.  

From the pain of the - arpilleras - grew a 

powerful form of communication, and from one 

form of creativity grew others  - music, song 

and dance became part of the sphere of 

change - what helped to produced some sort 

of loss of fear initiating the process of 

increasing press freedom.  

CREATIVE  ways of assimilating struggle and 

oppression, are responsible for opening up the 

pathways for transformation. Hidden circles 

underground networks, small gatherings, 

function as an ongoing process of 

experimentation, learning, adaptation and 

strategy development; the unknown is a big 

31st
factor in social movements we often can’t get 

the information we need to make good choices 

before we start acting.


THE articulation of safe spaces becomes a 

human need inside of oppressive societies, places 

like clubs where people share common values and 

find networks of support to be whatever they 

wanna be, exploring their full creative capacity are 

vital for the process of reclaiming back rights for 

assembly, space, means of production and power. 

A lot of this can be also understand by the 

development of House music. “we do the music 

we would like to dance on”.  

BUT  we can discuss more together about how 

social settings modulates culture and social 

movement this Thursday 31st October.


MAKING A HUGE LEAP, from 

present to past to house music 

NOW, WHY NOT SOME 

ASTROLOGY AND PAGANISM?… 

we would like to enjoy the Hallowing as being 

a period where the vail between worlds 

becomes thinner giving opportunity to 

communicate with otherness to gather, and 

have a first drink. Is also the day Mercury start 

his retrograde transit, making us looking to the 

past or inner wards for guidance, this transit 

will  finish its shadow period on 9th December, 

the day CARE 1 is suppose to start.

LETS come together by 20:20-ish on the 31st at:


Teleki László tér 6 
1086 Budapest 

Door Bell: CARE 1

2nd floor  
After going upstairs take the balcony to the right


Door 27


If you need help call:

+36 70 594 10 24 or +49 1522 591 2606.


